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INTRODUCTION

Constitution Protection Bureau (SAB) is one of
three Latvian state security agencies. In accordance with the law, SAB performs intelligence
and counter-intelligence activities, protects
GPEWWMƈIH MRJSVQEXMSR ERH WYTIVZMWIW MXW I\change with international organizations. The
present Report provides an overview of counter-intelligence, cyber security, intelligence
and information security related issues in 2018.
7%& SƇIVW MXW EREP]WMW ERH EWWIWWQIRX SJ WScio-economic and political processes in Russia, taking into account their impact on Russian foreign policy and the activities of Russian foreign intelligence and security services.
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RUSSIA’S
(31)78-'
POLICY

Russian government continues to restrict
opposition protests and independent media
Increasingly stringent social media control
constricts possibilities to criticize current
authorities
Continued cultivation of Russia’s military
achievements and war related topics as
QIERWJSVHIƉIGXMRKTYFPMGEXXIRXMSR
The beginning of 2018 passed in the context
of the presidential election in Russia. Vladimir
Putin won with 76.69 per cent of votes, leaving
the Communist candidate Pavel Grudinin second with 11.77 per cent. As usual, the pre-election
process was controlled by the Kremlin. The only
person able to challenge Putin, the opposition
activist Alexei Navalny, was not registered as a
presidential candidate. The Kremlin control became particularly evident when the state-owned
media launched an aggressive campaign against
4

the Communist Party candidate Pavel Grudinin as a
response to his rapidly growing popularity. As a businessman and politician, Grudinin has more personal
charisma than the leader of the Communist Party,
Gennady Zyuganov, or Vladimir Putin who, as usual,
did not take part in the candidates’ debate to avoid
being compared to other contestants.
Admission of the liberal Ksenia Sobchak creCVGF C ƓEVKXG EQORGVKVKQP TCVJGT CFXCPEKPI VJCP
impeding Putin’s campaign. The ageing leaders of
so-called ‘systemic opposition’ were acting as ‘lightning-strikers’ during the pre-election period, while
any actual opposition was only allowed to have a
NKOKVGFKPƔWGPEGCVVJGNGXGNQHUQOGOWPKEKRCNKVKGU
EJCPPGNNKPIVJGKTRTQVGUVRQVGPVKCNKPCURGEKƓEFKTGEtion without actually endangering Putin’s position.
Political pressure on the opposition and independent media continued in 2018. For example, The
0GY6KOGUOCIC\KPGYCUƓPGFUJQTVN[CHVGTRWDNKUJKPICPKPVGTXKGYYKVJ#NGZGK0CXCNP[+PUWHƓEKGPVƓnancial reporting for 2017 was stated as the formal
reason. The on-line magazine edited by Yevgenia AlDCVUYQWNFPQVDGCDNGVQRC[VJGƓPGQPKVUQYPVJG
portal was only bailed out thanks to funds collected
by the public shortly before the end of 2018. Since the
large traditional media are already controlled by the
government, the authorities were working on tighter
control over the online media. Ambiguous criminal
cases were launched for re-publishing news stories or
even giving ‘likes’ to news or videos distributed on so5

cial networks. Opposition activists were regularly detained for organizing or participating in protest rallies.
Joining the opposition requires a great deal of civic
courage as it may lead to loss of career opportunities
and other social problems or even criminal charges.
Similarly to the third term of his presidency, Putin launched his fourth one with the so-called ‘May decrees’ aiming to mark the government’s priorities for
the next six years.
The ‘breakthrough’ in technological
development and smart economy declared by
Putin is far from reality, which may lead to
future tensions between Russia’s top leadership
ERHI\IGYXMZITS[IVEXXLIPIZIPSJKSZIVRQIRX
and regional authorities. These tensions could
particularly increase closer to 2024, when it
will likely become evident that the ambitious
WM\]IEVTPERXSFIGSQISRISJXLIƈZIPEVKIWX
economies in the world has not been achieved
Regional leaders will have to take responsibility
for any failures regarding the implementation of ‘May
FGETGGUũGXGPKHVJGUGYKNNDGECWUGFD[NCEMQHUWHƓEKGPV
funds allocated by the Centre. This was already the case
with the failure to implement Putin’s decrees of May
2012. Such a system did not develop accidentally – it
YCUURGEKƓECNN[FGUKIPGFVQGPUWTGVJGUVCDKNKV[QH2Wtin’s power. Russia’s government controlled media often
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ETKVKEK\GQHƓEKCNUQTGXGPOKPKUVGTUDWVPGXGTVJG2TGUKdent, thus creating a virtual reality that allows Putin to
place himself as if ‘outside’ or ‘above’ the system.
Already in 2017, Vladimir Putin began a partial replacement of governors. Old and experienced, but often
EQTTWRV QHƓEKCNU YGTG TGRNCEGF D[ [QWPIGT OCPCIGTU
The early replacement gave the new governors time to
duly prepare for regional elections in autumn 2018. One
of the control mechanisms in use for several years already, is the United Russia party itself, as most governors are its members.
Regional elections in September 2018 saw United
Russia’s positions declining in regions – it is
FIGSQMRKQSVIERHQSVIHMƊGYPXJSVXLI/VIQPMR
to control the regional federal authorities, and
the current system is starting to crack
Due to the absence of real policy, Kremlin marionettes are expected to show loyalty and outspoken
patriotism. As no mechanisms have been established
for accountability before the citizens, regional politicians are mainly focused on pleasing the central authority. Under the leadership of First Deputy Head of
Presidential Administration, Sergei Kirienko, Russia’s
public administration continues to evolve as an odd
synthesis of the Soviet system and modern corporate
management. Kirienko prepares a new generation of
technocrats by organizing business like management
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trainings for governor candidates and other governOGPV QHƓEKCNU -KTKGPMQ KU CNUQ TGURQPUKDNG HQT [QWVJ
policy aimed at channelling young people’s energy
away from the political opposition, e.g., involvement
in Alexei Navalny’s protests. This goal has partly been
achieved by replacing the Nashi movement established by Vladislav Surkov with various youth volunteer movements. Some of the activities are related
to promoting World War II topics. As social elevators
are working poorly, the authorities apply various ‘topdown’ projects for the selection of new leaders.
The press conference on 20 December 2018 showed
that Putin’s fourth presidency will continue to
use the story of Russia as a ‘beleaguered fortress’
encircled by the US and NATO
The narratives of Russian government controlled
TV channels are saturated with conspiracy theories,
showing Putin as the only person able to stand against
Russia’s foes. Much like in the Soviet times, modern Russian media propaganda tends to simplify the world by
dividing Russian people into patriots supporting Putin
and ‘hostile elements’. Meanwhile, in the real world, the
CEVWCN DGPGƓEKCTKGU QH 2WVKPũU U[UVGOť TKEJ DWUKPGUUmen and politicians – are making back-up plans for
themselves and their relatives by acquiring double citizenships and buying real estate that will ensure them a
well-off life in the West.
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RUSSIA’S
)'3231=

Certain stability, but no sustainable
economic growth provided by Russia’s
HMWGMTPMRIHƈWGEPTSPMG]
Public dissatisfaction with authorities
increased by decline of real income
over recent years
2SWMKRMƈGERXMRGVIEWIMRSTTSWMXMSRWYTTSVX
or horizontal structures representing majority
STMRMSRHIWTMXIWMKRMƈGERXHVST
of government ratings
Russia’s macroeconomic performance in 2018
has been moderately good compared to the period after 2014. In 2017, Russia’s GDP returned to growth with
1.5 per cent, reaching 1.8 per cent in 2018. Consumer
RTKEGKPƔCVKQPJCUFGENKPGFUKIPKƓECPVN[UKPEG
when it reached 15.5 per cent. In July 2018 the price
KPƔCVKQPYCUQPN[RGTEGPV6JGEQWPVT[ũUGZVGTnal debt was relatively low at 17 per cent of the GDP.
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1HƓEKCN WPGORNQ[OGPV TCVG YCU DGNQY  RGT EGPV
A gloomier picture is painted when assessing the
real income of the population. The average salary in Russia
was just under $700.
Economic growth was hampered by a fall in
domestic demand linked to a decline in real
MRGSQISJXLITSTYPEXMSRSZIVXLIPEWXƈZI]IEVW
In 2018, Russian government used the informative
backdrop of the FIFA World Cup to announce two reforms:
raising the retirement age and increasing VAT from 18 to 20
per cent, both of which will be impacting Russia’s economy
and social sector over the coming years. At the moment,
most people continue to work even after going into retirement, receiving both wages and pensions, which means
VJCVCUKIPKƓECPVRCTVQHUQEKGV[YKNNGCTPNGUUVJCPGZRGEVed in the nearest future.
The idea of raising the retirement age has been a
major domestic policy issue in Russia since May 2018. According to demographers and economists, there was no
alternative to raising the retirement age. On 26 September,
State Duma adopted the bill at the second reading providing a minor relief for women (amendment proposed by the
President), and on 27 September, it was adopted at the last
reading. On 3 October, the law was approved by the Federation Assembly, and the legislation on pensions and retirement was signed by the President.
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Most Russians did not support the pension reform,
with protests continuing for several months. During the
summer, residents of more than 100 Russian cities protested against raising the retirement age. Dissatisfaction with
the reform was a blow to the authorities. In several areas,
candidates of the United Russia party were defeated in the
second round of governor elections.
Despite the decline in ruling party’s ratings, the
opposition fails to attract proportionally more
supporters. Trust in authorities is diminishing, but
the people do not see an alternative
There are two tendencies to be observed in Russian
society – authorities attempting to maintain the sentiment
of a great nation, and the feeling of social discontent and
uncertainty about future due to decreasing income and
stagnating economy. Sense of stability has been greatly
impaired for Russian people.
8LIƈRERGMEPSYXƉS[JVSQXLIGSYRXV]VIQEMRWE
negative factor for Russia. Compared to 2017, the
GETMXEPSYXƉS[LEWLEHEXVMTPIMRGVIEWIMR
having reached $ 54 billion. Due to several economic
and political reasons, the ruble lost about 20 per cent of its
value in 2018. The falling value of the ruble has increased
the amount of exports, but many products and their components necessary for the Russian industry have to be
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bought abroad, so the negative consequences exceed the
DGPGƓVU+PVJGEQOKPI[GCTUVJGRTQRQTVKQPQHICUCPFQKN
products among the total exports of goods will remain in
the range of 55 to 60 per cent. In addition, most Russian enGTI[EQORCPKGUJCXGPQVIGQITCRJKECNN[FKXGTUKƓGFVJGKT
sales markets abroad. European Union (EU) remains the
prevalent market for most companies, apart from Lukoil.
Russia’s turn to Asia is not happening quite as fast as being
depicted in Russian media, making Russian companies
more vulnerable to both EU and the bolstered US sanctions,
the impact of which might increase in 2019.
According to the Centre for Strategic Research, approximately 80 per cent of all public procurement in Russia
goes to a small number of companies. Government- owned
companies already make up for 70 per cent of the Russian
economy, and they continue to buy up private assets. Such
a centralized system does not promote competition and
business development.
It can be assumed that the current economic
model, which has provided some growth since
2007, is no longer capable of meeting the public
needs and bringing the Russian economy
out of stagnation
It was already exhausted in 2011, when the growth
slowed down, and later stopped in 2013. The Russian leadership does not, however, intend to take any drastic steps.
Russia’s current stagnant economic system can continue
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to exist despite the increasing public discontent with the
government’s course and the decline of Putin’s support ratings since the announcement of the pension reform. Public opinion polls show that most of the Russian population
wants partial, moderate change. Russia has fallen into a
mid- income trap, which is based on citizens’ fear of losing
the moderate income level that was reached since the rise
of oil prices in 2007. Many people in Russia still associate
reforms and rapid change with high risks and the turbulence of the 1990s. The fact that the existing system suits
the oligarchs and military supporting the President has
also contributed to Putin’s decision not to implement the
reforms necessary for Russia’s sustainable development.
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RUSSIA’S
FOREIGN POLICY
RUSSIA’S FOREIGN POLICY
83;%6(78,)'-76)+-32
Russian-led integration projects for the CIS
area continue to show both integration and
disintegration tendencies
Importance of the military component
continues to grow in Russia’s
regional foreign policy
Russia strengthens its military-strategic
positions in the Caspian Sea
Russia does not want to pay a high
economic price for strategic unity with
Lukashenko’s regime in Belarus
2019 election results in Ukraine and
1SPHSZEXSHIXIVQMRI1SWGS[ŧWRI\XTSPMXMGEP
steps in these countries

In 2018, integration processes in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) have continued
much like in the past two decades, showing both
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centripetal and centrifugal tendencies. The Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), as the most prominent
example of a centripetal vector, did not, however,
demonstrate an outright success of integration. The
volume of trade between EEU Member States (Russia,
Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia, and Kyrgyzstan) was
not comparable with, e.g., the economic interaction
among core members of the EU.
The military component of the CIS
integration was particularly visible in 2018
Several military exercises took place in Russia and other CIS countries during 2018. In addition
to exercises on Russian territory (Vostok, Vozdushny
most and Nerushimoe Bratstvo), there were also several others held in different locations, including Central Asia, (Poisk-2018 in Kazakhstan, Rubezh-2018
in Tajikistan, and Issik-Kul-Antiterror-2018 in Kyrgyzstan). Military training in Central Asia has significantly increased over the recent years.
Minister of Defence, Sergei Shoigu, and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Sergei Lavrov, retaining their
posts in the new government formed in 2018, showed
that Russia will most likely preserve its current regional foreign policy.
Security considerations certainly contributed
to signing of the Convention on the Legal Status of
the Caspian Sea in Aktau, Kazakhstan, on 12 August
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2018 – after 22 years of negotiation. Among other
things, the signatories of the convention (Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Russia, Iran and Turkmenistan) agreed
VJCV CP[ QH VJG ƓXG EQWPVTKGU EQWNF HTGGN[ ECTT[ QWV
military activities across the entire Caspian Sea,
CRCTV HTQO PCVKQPCN VGTTKVQTKCN YCVGTU CPF ƓUJKPI
zones. It was also stated that no other power, besides
the mentioned countries, can deploy its navy in the
area. Iran and Russia were particularly interested in
the latter, having in mind the unwelcome presence of
the United States.
The transfer of Russian presidential election
to the anniversary of the annexation of Crimea on
18 March 2018 symbolically marked a continuance
KP 4WUUKCũU QHƓEKCN CVVKVWFG VQYCTFU 7MTCKPG YJGTGCUƓTKPICV7MTCKPKCPUJKRUD[4WUUKCPDQTFGTIWCTFU
and arrest of the Ukrainian sailors in the Black Sea
in November 2018 could be seen as Russia’s ongoing
aggression towards Ukraine.
At the end of 2018, the Ecumenical Patriarchate
of Constantinople decided to grant tomos to the OrVJQFQZ%JWTEJQH7MTCKPGEQPƓTOKPIVJGCWVQEGRJalous status of the Church.
The independence of the Ukrainian Church from
1SWGS[YRHIVQMRIWXLITSXIRXMEPSJ6YWWMEŧWWSJX
power in Ukraine, which is why the event has
triggered rather negative reaction
JVSQXLI/VIQPMR
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Belarusian and Russian disputes over gas
and oil prices, as well as other bilateral issues have
been observed since the 1990s, but the annexation of
Crimea in 2014 marked a change towards a more negCVKXG ENKOCVG CPF FGENKPG QH EQPƓFGPEG KP DKNCVGTCN
relations of these countries. Over the coming years,
Russia’s oil tax manoeuvre is expected to cause sigPKƓECPVƓPCPEKCNNQUUGUHQT$GNCTWU
In response to Minsk’s call for compensation of
losses and offering Russia’s internal prices for natural gas supplied to Belarus, Moscow has urged Belarus for a closer integration with Russia, in accordance
YKVJVJG7PKƓGF5VCVG6TGCV[YJKNG$GNCTWUFGspite its generally positive attitude towards Russia,
has put increasing value to the country’s independence over the recent years.
In relations with Moldova, Russia usually reCHƓTOU KVU UWRRQTV HQT EQWPVT[ũU VGTTKVQTKCN KPVGITKty and sovereignty. Moscow’s selective approach
to Moldovan politicians was apparent in 2018, with
particular favour to Moldovan President Igor Dodon.
Following Putin’s meeting with Dodon in November
2018, Russian representatives announced that duties
on fruit, vegetables and wines imported from Moldova will be abolished for a six month period, startKPI HTQO  ,CPWCT[  6JKU YC[ QHƓEKCN 4WUUKC
was trying to support the Socialist Party of the Republic of Moldova represented by Dodon in Moldovan parliamentary elections on 24 February 2019.
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6977-%ŧ76)0%8-327;-8,
8,))9%2(97%
6YWWMEŧWVIPEXMSRW[MXLXLI)9ERHMXW1IQFIV
States remained tense in 2018, which was
increased by the activities of Russian security
services – assassination attempt of Sergei
7OVMTEPERHG]FIVEXXEGOWSR)91IQFIV7XEXIW
and institutions
Russia’s foreign policy towards EU continues to
JSGYWSRTIVWSREPGSRXEGXW[MXL1IQFIV7XEXIWŧ
political leaders, including representatives of
populist parties
US-Russia relations have worsened in 2018 due
to Russia’s foreign policy activities in Ukraine,
7]VMEERHXLI9/ERHXLIRI[ƈRHMRKWVIPEXIH
to Russia’s intervention in US elections

In 2018, Russia’s relations with the West, including the EU, remained tense, following a trend
that has existed since 2014. Unlike the US, EU has
a direct border with Russia, which means a close
trading partnership, and, from Russia’s perspective,
C EQORGVKVKQP HQT KPƔWGPEG QXGT VJG PGKIJDQWTKPI
countries. Russian public regards the EU with caution. According to Levada Centre, public attitude
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towards the EU in Russia has remained negative in
2018: 49 per cent of respondents expressed a negative attitude towards the EU, while 36 per cent rated
it positively (15 per cent could not answer).1
The Russia-EU relations has several levels: relations with the EU as an institution, relations with EU
Member States, and Russia’s activities in regions neighbouring EU, such as Ukraine and the Balkan countries.
In 2018, Russia’s relations with the EU as an
institution can be described as rather reserved,
with limited diplomatic dialogue and other forms
of cooperation between the two sides
Member States’ decision to continue sanctions against Russia constituted a negative trend for
Russia at the institutional level.
Several Russian actions, in particular the assassination attempt of Sergei Skripal, contributed
to a rather negative perception of Russia in EU and
its Member States. Most of the EU members showed
solidarity with the UK by expelling Russian diplomats suspected of belonging to Russian intelligence
services, which in turn undermined Russia’s intelligence potential in Europe. Russia’s image in Europe
was further exacerbated by Netherlands announcement of Russian security services attempting to
hack the networks of Organization for Prohibition of
1 https://www.levada.ru/indikatory/otnoshenie-k-stranam/
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Chemical Weapons (OPCW) in April.
The Russian policy in 2018 was aimed at
strengthening ties with more friendly and indecisive countries, trying to isolate and marginalize the
hard-liners – a trend that will most likely continue
in 2019. Russia will continue to exploit economic
instruments, including energy, to attract less determined Member States. At the same time, the effectiveness of Russia’s foreign policy in Europe might
be undermined by the activities of Russian security
and intelligence services, which have already prevented Russia from expanding further realms of cooperation with the EU and its Member States in 2018.
Russia-US relationship underwent periods of
both rapprochement and tension in 2018. Despite
UGXGTCN OGGVKPIU DGVYGGP UGPKQT QHƓEKCNU KPVGTPCtional processes and both countries’ foreign policy
responses towards them, continued to widen the
gap between Russia and US.
Sanctions imposed on Russia by the US and
other countries for its aggressive actions in Ukraine
and interference in domestic affairs of other countries
has been an essential aspect of the Russia-US relations since 2014. In addition to the existing sanctions
introduced since 2014, the US sanctioning basket was
updated seven times in 2018 (26 January, 15 March, 6
April, 11 June, 8 August, 21 August, and 20 September).
The updates came as a response to Russia’s actions
in Ukraine and Syria, Russian cyber activities, and in-
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terference in the 2016 US presidential election, the attempted murder of Sergei Skripal in Salisbury, as well
as other harmful international activities. The sanctions included a set of measures from limiting arms
supplies to Russia to restrictions for Russian legal entities and individuals. In addition to the existing sanctions, the US, in solidarity with Britain, expelled 60
Russian diplomats on 25–26 March. Russia responded with the expulsion of US diplomats on 29 March.
Civil War in Syria retained its role as one of the
central issues of Russia-US relations in 2018. Despite
4WUUKCũUCVVGORVUVQWUGVJG5[TKCPEQPƔKEVCUCRNCVform for cooperation between Russia and the United States, the events of 2018 had a rather negative
impact on the relations between the two countries.
In 2018, tensions between Russia and the United States increased regarding the 1987 Agreement
on Medium-Range and Near-Range Nuclear Weapons. Already at the end of 2017, US indicated that the
weapon systems developed in Russia, in particular
the land-based missile 9M729, was a blatant violation of the bilateral agreement. Taking into account
both Russia’s position on nuclear weapons, and the
high impact of nuclear weapons on international security, the issue will probably remain a key problem
for Russia-US (and Russia-NATO) relations in 2019.
It can, however, also be assumed that there will be a
global interest to resolve it.
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FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE AND
SECURITY SERVICES

Russian security services’ activities against
Latvia in line with overall activities
aimed at the West
Counter-intelligence measures against each
MRXIPPMKIRGISƊGIVTPERRIHSRMRHMZMHYEPFEWMW
GEVIJYPP]GSRWMHIVIHWXITWPMOII\TYPWMSRZMWE
refusal or non- renewal applied by
the SAB over recent years
,MKL6YWWMERMRXIVIWXMR0EXZMER
parliamentary election predicted by SAB; no
WTIGMƈGEPP]XEVKIXIHGEQTEMKRWMRƉYIRGMRKXLI
election results observed from Russian services
SAB’s counter-intelligence activities are aimed
to identify activities conducted by intelligence and
security services of non-NATO and non-EU countries
(foreign special services), as well as to control and
limit the threats to both national and allied interests
and collective security. Foreign special services aim
to obtain publicly unavailable and pre-emptive infor-
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mation that would give their host country advantages
in making political, economic and military decisions,
at the same time implementing active measures
CKOGFCVKPƔWGPEKPI.CVXKCP'7CPF0#61FGEKUKQP
making, socio-political processes and public opinion.
Active measures are usually organized from the territory of the host country. Special services often cooperate with other institutions, including the media, and
WUGKPƔWGPEGCIGPVUVQKORNGOGPVVJGUGOGCUWTGU
Actions against Latvia are carried out by special services of several countries. The aggressive
activities of Russian intelligence and security services
pose a serious threat to the collective security of NATO
and EU, and the national security of Latvia, while the
activities conducted by special services of other
countries over the past year are assessed by SAB as
moderate and not having posed a direct threat to
Latvian national security.
The activities of the Russian special services
against Latvia are within the scope of their general
activities aimed against the West. Several Russian operations have been publicly exposed in recent years –
organization of a coup d’état in Montenegro, attempts
VQKPƔWGPEGGNGEVKQPTGUWNVUKP7PKVGF5VCVGU(TCPEG
and Germany, attack on the former Russian intelNKIGPEG QHƓEGT 5GTIGK 5MTKRCN KP VJG 7- QRGTCVKQP KP
Netherlands, during which Russian intelligence ofƓEGTU YGTG ECWIJV YJKNG CVVGORVKPI VQ ICKP EQPVTQN
over the OPCW information systems in The Hague.
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These Russian operations, accepted at the highest political level, highlighted the scope and methods
of the special services, at the same time strengthening
the common understanding and coordinated action of
Western security services. In response to Skripals’ poisoning attempt, most Western countries were able to
promptly agree on a joint response.
8[IRX]RMRIGSYRXVMIWI\TIPPIHQSVIXLER
6YWWMERHMTPSQEXWQSWXSJ[LSQ[IVIMHIRXMƈIH
EWMRXIPPMKIRGISƊGIVWSJXLI*SVIMKR-RXIPPMKIRGI
7IVZMGI 7:6 ERHXLI1EMR(MVIGXSVEXISJXLI
+IRIVEP7XEƇSJXLI6YWWMER%VQIH
Forces (GU)2 working under
the cover of diplomatic missions
Latvia joined this response by declaring one of
VJG KPVGNNKIGPEG QHƓEGTU YQTMKPI WPFGTEQXGT CV VJG
Russian Embassy in Riga a persona non grata, thus
EGCUKPIVJGQHƓEGTũUCEVKXKVKGUKP.CVXKC
In October 2018, media announced that Roman Tatarka, an employee of the Russian Embassy
in Riga, attended the same Military Academy as AnaVQN[%JGRKICVJG4WUUKCP/KNKVCT[+PVGNNKIGPEGQHƓEGT
involved in the poisoning of Sergei Skripal. Tatarka
was recalled from Latvia in the beginning of 2019. He
ƓTUV ECOG VQ CVVGPVKQP QH VJG 5#$ CU C 4WUUKCP OKN-

2 Formerly known as GRU.
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KVCT[ KPVGNNKIGPEG QHƓEGT FWTKPI JKU RTGXKQWU RQUVKPI
KP.CVXKCKP6CVCTMCƓPKUJGFJKUUGTXKEGKP.CVXKC
in 2013, and returned in summer 2016. Counter-intelliIGPEG OGCUWTGU CICKPUV GCEJ KPVGNNKIGPEG QHƓEGT CTG
designed on a case-by-case basis: expulsion, refusal or
non-renewal of a visa are carefully considered steps, all
of which have been applied by the SAB in recent years.
Residencies of intelligence services located in
Russian diplomatic missions play an important role
in the work of Russian special services against Western countries. In the short term, mass expulsions have
had a considerable impact on the residencies of the
Russian services, but neither these measures nor the
public exposure of the services’ operations will diminish the aggressive activities of Russian special services against the West on the long run, as these are
determined by the Kremlin’s foreign policy. As a reaction to Western security services and investigative
journalists obtaining information on their operations,
Russian special services, especially GU, will most likely review their working methods and improve the precautionary and information security measures.
Russian special services are purposefully and
systematically obtaining intelligence regarding essential aspects of Latvia’s domestic, foreign, security, economic and energy policy, and following social
developments and public attitudes. Pre-emptive and
detailed information is also being collected on Latvian security policy, defence capabilities and military
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sector. Closely connected to the above issues, Russian
intelligence services also pay a close attention to all
aspects of Latvian membership to NATO, including the
Alliance’s strategy for action in the region. It should,
however, be noted that intelligence on the region’s security policy is being gathered by special services of
several countries.
In terms of Latvia’s domestic policy, Russia’s
intelligence and security services are interested in
a wide range of issues, including all major political
events and their context. SAB predicted high Russian
interest on the 2018 Latvian parliamentary elections.
0Q VCTIGVGF ECORCKIPU KPƔWGPEKPI VJG GNGEVKQP TGsults were observed, Russian services were mostly using open sources to collect information on the
elections and the subsequent process of forming the
IQXGTPOGPV)KXGPKVUKPVGTGUVKPKPƔWGPEKPIVJGFGvelopments in the EU, and weakening and splitting of
KVU/GODGT5VCVGU4WUUKCEQWNFWUGOGCUWTGUQHKPƔWence to promote the election of pro- Kremlin and Eurosceptic candidates during the upcoming European
Parliament elections in May 2019.
Foreign special services use versatile methods
VQCEJKGXGVJGKTIQCNUCPFHWNƓNVJGKTVCUMUQTICPK\KPI
their activities both from the residencies abroad and
the territory of their own country. In the latter case
VJG KPVGNNKIGPEG QHƓEGTU YQWNF OCMG UJQTV XKUKVU VQ
Latvia and conduct activities in cyber and information
space. The methods can also be combined. For example, the publicly available information on the staff of
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a certain government institution, research organization, or a university is analysed, followed by studying
the information available on social media on selected
individuals. As a next step, selected individuals could,
for instance, be addressed at a conference, or become
a target of specially tailored cyber-attack allowing to
gain access to their e-mail.
Despite the rapid development of technical intelligence capabilities, work with information sources
and contact persons, often organized from the territory of the service’s country, remains a high priority. For
example,
MR7%&TPIEHXLI1MRMWXIVSJXLI-RXIVMSV
to include an individual representing a Russian
company in Latvia in the list of persons to whom
it is prohibited to entry into the territory of Latvia.
The particular person was collecting information
on Latvian nationals and their trips to Russia in
accordance with tasks received from Russian
special services
In order to mitigate the threat of foreign special services, SAB, within its competence, implements
both counter-intelligence measures against these services, as well as preventive and educational measures.
1WTUGTXKEGTGIWNCTN[EQPFWEVUDTKGƓPIUCPFRTQXKFGU
CFXKEG CPF EQPUWNVCVKQPU HQT IQXGTPOGPV QHƓEKCNU CV
institutions, which, according to legislation, are suRGTXKUGF D[ 5#$ TGICTFKPI RTQVGEVKQP QH ENCUUKƓGF
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KPHQTOCVKQP+HPGEGUUCT[UWEJDTKGƓPIUCTGCNUQEQPducted in companies working with information that
may be of interest to foreign intelligence services. We
have also developed a collection of concise recomOGPFCVKQPUHQTIQXGTPOGPVQHƓEKCNUCKOGFVQTGFWEG
the threat posed by foreign intelligence services. The
recommendations are available on the website of SAB.
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RUSSIA’S INFLUENCE
1)%796)7%2(
PROPAGANDA

1IHMEQSRMXSVMRKGSRHYGXIHF]7%&HMHRSX
MRHMGEXI6YWWMEREXXIQTXWXSMRƉYIRGIXLI
outcome of the 2018 Latvian parliamentary
election through propaganda media
Russian propaganda media strategy has been
forging a negative and hostile image of Latvia
rather than providing coordinated information
support to any particular party
Analysis of reviewed publications showed that
Latvia is brought up in Russian propaganda
media as a reaction to events and statements
F]0EXZMERSƊGMEPWLMKLPMKLXMRKQIWWEKIWGSVresponding Russian interests, not in the framework of a pre-planned information campaign
Information analysis conducted by SAB showed
that considerable funds are still being spent on Russian information and propaganda activities in the
West, the most ambitious propaganda projects being
the RT television network and Sputnik multimedia
platform. Considerable resources were being allocat-
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ed for the expansion of access and operation of these
OGFKC*QYGXGTVJGKPƔWGPEGQHVJG-TGONKPRTQRCganda media in the West was generally limited, and
their contribution to the advancement of processes in
Kremlin’s favour was low.
Considering that in recent years Russia had
KORNGOGPVGF UGXGTCN EQORNKECVGF KPƔWGPEG QRGTCtions in the West coinciding with the elections in the
United States, France and Germany, SAB intensively
analysed Russia’s propaganda media in the period before the 2018 Latvian parliamentary elections. Within
the scope of its competence, SAB included 19 Russian
propaganda media websites in its monitoring.
The results of the monitoring did not show any
UKIPUUWIIGUVKPICVVGORVUQH4WUUKCVQKPƔWGPEGVJG
result of the parliamentary elections by using propaganda media.
Publications on electoral and parties topics
accounted for about 10 per cent of all
publications on Latvia
Figure 1 shows the number of publications on
Latvia and the elections/parties during the pre-election period. The results did, however, provide quantitative information on the representation of Latvia
in Russian propaganda media, showing a long time
strategy to create a negative and hostile image of Latvia rather than a coordinated informative support to
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any particular political party. At the same time, it cannot be denied that the Latvian Union of Russians and
the Harmony Party, as well as their members, received
more attention from Russian propaganda media and
were mentioned several times more often than other
Latvian parties.
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Average publications per week for Latvia

0WODGTQHYGGMN[ƓZGFRWDNKECVKQPUKPENWFKPI
RWDNKECVKQPUQPGNGEVKQPURCTVKGUKP.CVXKC

The summarized results showed that Russian
propaganda media continue to keep a myth about Latvia
as a failed state, in which the human rights of the compatriots are not respected and whose political elite and
certain parts of society are being hostile towards Russia. Russian media depicted Latvia as a mismanaged
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39

40

country struggling with economic problems and corruption, being completely dependent on the EU and
NATO, while spending disproportionately large resources as a member of these organizations. Propaganda media promoted the idea that the presence of NATO forces
poses a threat, but in case of necessity, would not be
able to protect Latvia. It was also in line with the general notion of Western countries as depicted in the Russian media, outlining their negative attitude towards
Russia and questioning the viability of democratic
systems, depicting them as corrupt and hypocritical.

Figure 2

2KEVWTGHTQODCNVPGYUNXŬ6JG[ECPũVƓPFOQPG[HQTUCNCTKGU
QHVGCEJGTUCPFFQEVQTUDWVHQTOKNKVCT[ŭ

18 per cent of all the analysed publications focused on issues concerning various societal developments and public opinions. The means of expression
chosen to promote messages were often very emotional. Human stories prevailed, depicting negative
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experiences of Russian speakers in the service sector,
opinions expressed on social networks, stories of emigrants, pupils and their parents that have experienced
FKHƓEWNVKGUYJKNGVJGNCPIWCIGQHKPUVTWEVKQPKPEGTVCKP
schools was changed from Russian to Latvian, etc.

Figure 3

2KEVWTGťUETGGPUJQVHTQODCNVPGYUNXŬ#NGMUCPFTU(KNGLU
&GCVJQH4WUUKCPUEJQQNUYKNNFGUVTQ[VJGUQWNUQHEJKNFTGPŭ

The selection and interpretation of the facts reƔGEVGFKPVJGRWDNKECVKQPUYCUOCPKRWNCVKXGCPFDKCUGF
Russian media reproduced tailored statistics and public opinion polls ‘proving’ propaganda messages about
Latvia as a failed state, including narratives on Latvian population living below the minimum subsistence
level, emigration, unsuccessful re-emigration, suicide,
drug prevalence, number of drowned persons, low conƓFGPEG KP VJG IQXGTPOGPV TGCFKPGUU VQ VWTP CICKPUV
the ruling elite, etc. Pseudo-expert opinions suitable
to Russia’s interests were added for greater impact.
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In most cases publications referred to the Sputnik news agency and Latvian portals publishing arVKENGU KP 4WUUKCP ť OKZPGYUNX FGNƓNX QT VJG PGYU
agency LETA. Publications from Latvian-language
media that were in line with Russia’s interests were
also reproduced. For example, an interview with the
JKIJTCPMKPIVTCPURQTVCVKQPQHƓEKCN#PTKLU/CVɒUUKP
the newspaper Dienas Bizness, in which he pointed
out the need to improve relations and promote cooperation with Russia, gained a wide publicity in the
Russian media. Publications were often based on a
sensational quote from social networks rather than
TGƔGEVKPITGCNGXGPVU
False messages are rarely published. Figure 4
shows an example.

Figure 4

5ETGGPUJQVHTQOTKCTWŬ#LQWTPCNKUVHQWPFVJCV75VGUVGFDKQNQIKECNYGCRQPUKPVJG$CNVKEUŭťVJGCTVKENGUVCVGUVJCVVJG
#HTKECPUYKPGHGXGTXKTWUJCUDGGPVTCPUHQTOGFVQDGTGUKUVCPVVQVJGPQTVJGTPENKOCVGCPFKUFGNKDGTCVGN[FKUVTKDWVGFKP
VJG$CNVKE5VCVGU
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Overall, about 35 per cent of the publications disseminated a neutral message about Latvia, while the
other 63 per cent expressed a rather negative or negative attitude towards Latvia. A few publications showed
positive attitude towards Latvia, mainly regarding the
Song and Dance Celebration and other cultural events.
Some of the most active disseminators of negative
publications about Latvia included sites like rubaltic.
ru, baltnews.lv, and regnum.ru. In terms of registered
visitors, these resources were left behind by other Latvian media publishing content in Russian. Attitudes
towards Latvia in the analysed publications are shown
in Figure 5.
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The reviewed publications and the analysis
QHVJGKTEQPVGPVUJQYGFVJCV.CVXKCYCUTGƔGEVGFKP
Russian propaganda media if there was an opportunity to highlight messages corresponding Russian
interests – it was rather a reaction to events and staVGOGPVUQH.CVXKCPQHƓEKCNUPQVCRNCPPGFKPHQTOCtion campaign.
The two most common messages in publications about Latvia were: Latvia is hostile to Russia
(spreading Russophobia, rebirth of fascism, rewriting
of history, etc.); Latvia does not respect human rights
and persecutes human rights activists.
Propaganda media were particularly keen on
announcements that allowed them to reproduce
multiple messages corresponding Russian interests
at the same time. For example, the joint statement
by Estonian and Latvian Ministers of Justice that
“it is important to address the issues of calculating
the losses caused by the Soviet occupation and the
possibility to investigate the probability of receiving damages from the successor of the Soviet Union – the Russian Federation” was widely distributed
in Russian propaganda media. The Russian media
WUGF KV DQVJ CU C LWUVKƓECVKQP HQT VJG DCF GEQPQOKE
situation of the Baltic States, and to pursue the assumption that compensations from Russia are necessary for the survival of these countries due to the
WPYKNNKPIPGUU QH VJGKT IQXGTPOGPVU VQ DGPGƓV VJGKT
own people by any other means. In addition, the topic
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allowed emphasizing the alleged contribution of the
USSR to the development of the Baltic States through
biased statistics, and promoting an interpretation of
historical events suiting Russia’s interests (e.g. questioning the Soviet occupation).

CYBER
8,6)%87

With its increasing cyber capabilities and
readiness to use them, Russia constitutes the
main cyber threat to Latvia, and it is now
considered one of the fastest growing threats to
Latvian security
In recent years, cyber-attacks on Latvia have
been carried out by both GU and the Federal
Security Service (FSB)
The GU, accused by the Netherlands of planning
a cyber-attack against the OPCW in 2018, has
repeatedly carried out attacks on targets in
0EXZMEMRGPYHMRKHIJIRGIERHJSVIMKREƇEMVW
institutions
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Foreign special services and cyber units of foreign armed forces, as well as ‘hacktivists’ or cyber-bullies, operating separately or with state support, remain the main
sources of cyber threats. Russia and China exploit their
particularly advanced cyber capacities to reach a wide
range of strategic and tactical goals on a global scale.
While China mostly uses its cyber capacities to gain
intelligence data, especially for economic intelligence,
Russia uses the cyberspace for both espionage and
information operations and destructive activities
In addition to these countries, a number of other
players working against Western interests have developed in cyberspace. Based on its political and economic interests, Iran and North Korea have been mentioned
as the strongest players of this kind.
Cyberspace related threats to Latvia should be
regarded in the context of the general threat posed
by other countries, taking into account Latvia’s
membership to the EU and NATO. Cyberspace related threats are closely linked to political, economic,
military and social events. Russia constitutes the
main cyber threat to Latvia. As Russia’s cyber capabilities and readiness to use them continues to grow,
it is considered one of the fastest growing threats to
the security of Western countries, including Latvia.
There are several types of threats in cyberspace:
GURKQPCIGKPHQTOCVKQPQRGTCVKQPUCKOGFVQKPƔWGPEG
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the public opinion and decision-makers, as well as destructive actions against information technology (IT)
systems or IT-dependent industrial infrastructure. Russian special services are developing capabilities in all of
these areas. Aggressive cyber activities directed against
both opponents and allies have become a routine component of Russian foreign policy. Activities in cyberspace are implemented by all Russian special services.
According to the information available to the
SAB, cyber-attacks on Latvia have been carried out by
both GU and FSB over the last few years. The attacks
have been espionage related and in most cases have
been directed against government institutions or inFKXKFWCNQHƓEKCNUYQTMKPIKPVJGƓGNFUQHJQOGCHHCKTU
foreign affairs and defence.
On 4 October 2018 the Ministry of Defence of the
Netherlands announced that in April 2018 the country has prevented a cyber-attack carried out by the
GU against the OPCW in The Hague. Several Western
countries joined the Netherlands condemning Russia’s
cyber-attacks, including publicly stating that Russian
military intelligence is responsible for several other
cyber-attacks in other parts of the world. In our assessment, GU is one of the most active foreign services,
YJKEJJCUKPVGPUKƓGFKVUYQTMCICKPUV9GUVGTPEQWPtries, including Latvia. In recent years, the GU hacking
group, which carried out attacks on OPCW, World Anti-Doping Agency and Malaysian authorities that conducted the investigation of the shooting down of the
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MH17 aircraft, has repeatedly attacked the Latvian
cyberspace.
In Latvia, attacks have been conducted using the
so-called phishing method, when a fake e-mail message is sent to achieve a certain goal. The message is
specially designed to appeal to the recipient or correspond their interests urging to open it, which in turn
infects the user’s computer. Once the computer has
been infected, the attacker gains access to documents
and control over e-mails or other resources of the particular computer.
The cyber-attacks conducted by the FSB have
been implemented professionally and are relatively
FKHƓEWNVVQFGVGEV1PGQHVJGYC[UWUGFD[(5$HQTVJGKT
attacks is to infect a variety of websites with viruses
that exploit the security vulnerabilities of the sites, and
later access and infect the computers of people who
visited the compromised website. In addition, FSB
CRRNKGU URGEKCN ƓNVGTU UGNGEVKPI QPN[ VJQUG YJQ JCXG
visited the site from the IP address or domain of a particular country as the target for the further attack. The
phishing method is also widely used.
As a result of FSB activities, the information
system is infected with a virus that allows the Russian
special service to gain control over not only a single
computer, but sometimes over the entire network of
computers and servers within the organization. In recent years, the Russian hacking group APT28 has car-
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ried out an increasing number of complex, voluminous
and harmful cyber-attacks against the Western interests. The GU cyber espionage unit has become one of
VJGOQUVKPƔWGPVKCNJCEMKPIITQWRURQUKPICUKIPKƓť
cant threat to the security of NATO and EU Member
States. The most common targets of Russian military
intelligence attacks are NATO and EU institutions and
their staff, as well as Member States’ foreign affairs, security and military institutions. Several of the APT28
E[DGTCVVCEMUJCXGETGCVGFUKIPKƓECPVTGUQPCPEGCPF
affected international relations.
The 2018 Latvian parliamentary elections were
held on 6 October 2018. Taking into account the experience of countries, in which elections had recently
taken place, the preparations for preventing or minimizing the consequences of a possible cyber-attack
on the electronic components of the electoral process
– the Central Electoral Committee’s (CEC) IT resources,
candidate information system, and vote counting system – were started about a year before the elections. In
2018, these resources were incorporated into the critical
infrastructure system of Latvia, and the SAB, together
with CERT.LV and the VDD closely cooperated with the
CEC and the software developer to improve IT system’s
protection and raise employee awareness of cyber security issues, which lead to successful management of
the cyber security of the election process. No threats
YGTGKFGPVKƓGFVQVJGQRGTCVKQPQHVJGKPHQTOCVKQPU[U-
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tems. The responsible services and institutions are already cooperating to pay close attention to the cyber
security issues during the European Parliament elections that will take place on 25 May 2019. Cyber security in the context of elections is also an important issue for EU and NATO, with Member States exchanging
knowledge and best practices in the domain of cyber
security on a regular basis.

PROTECTION OF NATIONAL,
NATO, EU AND FOREIGN
'0%77-*-)(-2*361%8-32

.CVXKCPPCVKQPCNENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQP 1HƓcial Secret) is information the loss or unlawful disclosure of which may harm the security, economic
or political interests of the state. The protection of
ENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPKPENWFGURGTUQPPGNUGEWTKV[
RJ[UKECNUGEWTKV[OCPCIGOGPVQHENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQP RTQVGEVKQP QH ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP JCPdled in communication and information systems,
and industrial security.
6JG RTQVGEVKQP QH ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP KU
also an essential aspect of the security of NATO and
EU, therefore the ability to provide this protection
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is a prerequisite for Latvia to be considered a fullƔGFIGFRCTVPGTKPVJGUGQTICPK\CVKQPU#EEQTFKPI
VQVJG.CYQP1HƓEKCN5GETGVUVJGUVCVWUQH1HƓEKCN
5GETGV KU CNUQ CRRNKECDNG VQ ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP
of NATO, EU, foreign states and international organizations. A sub-division of the SAB – National
Security Authority (NSA) – is responsible for proVGEVKQP QH 0#61 CPF '7 ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP KP
Latvia. Regular assessment visits are conducted
to check the compliance of the Latvian system for
RTQVGEVKQPQH0#61CPF'7ENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQP
with NATO and EU security requirements.
SAB NSA is also responsible for the protecVKQP QH ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP QH HQTGKIP EQWPVTKGU
and institutions, including the drafting of international agreements on exchange and protection of
ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP 6YQ DKNCVGTCN KPUVTWOGPVU
QPGZEJCPIGCPFRTQVGEVKQPQHENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCtion were signed in 2018: the bilateral agreement
between Latvia and Germany and the memorandum of understanding between Latvia and Canada.
6JG GZEJCPIG QH ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP DGVYGGP
Latvia and Canada is particularly important due to
deployment of Canadian-led NATO battle group as
a part of NATO’s enhanced Forward Presence in the
Baltic States and Poland.
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',%2+)7-2
LEGISLATION

Following the judgement of the Constitutional Court, the procedure for issuing personnel seEWTKV[ ENGCTCPEGU HQT CEEGUU VQ PCVKQPCN ENCUUKƓGF
information (national security clearance) has been
revised and changed. Amendments to the Law on
1HƓEKCN 5GETGVU GPVGTGF KPVQ HQTEG QP  ,WN[ 
RTQXKFKPI C PWODGT QH UKIPKƓECPV EJCPIGU VQ VJG
XGVVKPIRTQEGUUHQTCEEGUUVQPCVKQPCNENCUUKƓGFKPformation conducted by state security agencies:
new procedure for informing a person about
their compliance with the conditions for
obtaining a national security clearance
possibility to appeal and re-apply for a
clearance in case the national security
clearance has been denied
right to be heard and informed both during
the vetting process and after the refusal of a
national security clearance

The new legal framework provides a uniform procedure according to which state security agencies are informing persons on reasons for
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a negative decision regarding the national security
clearance. The decision of a state security agency
may Changes in Legislation be contested to the
Prosecutor General, whose decision may be further
appealed to the Regional Administrative Court.
The new regulation requires the court to hear the
case within a shortened term, i.e., two months from
accepting the application and initiating the case.
This ensures independent judicial control over the
legality of the decisions taken by state security
CIGPEKGUCPFVJG2TQUGEWVQT)GPGTCNũU1HƓEG
The procedure and deadlines for a repeated application for a security clearance depend on the conditions that were the basis for the previous decision
to deny or revoke the national security clearance.
The amendments include conditions for issuance and denial of facility security clearances,
as well as procedural guarantees for companies in
the process of contesting and appealing against the
outcome of the vetting. The new legal framework
provides a uniform procedure according to which
state security agencies are informing persons and
companies on reasons for a negative decision, and
ensures the right to a fair trial.
The law stipulates a vetting period of three
OQPVJU +H LWUVKƓGF VJG JGCF QH VJG UVCVG UGEWTKty agency can extend this period for up to three
months, notifying the person who is being vetted.
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The Latvian system for issuance of national
security clearances is well functioning and
IƇIGXMZIERHXLIFEPERGIFIX[IIRXLIMRXIVIWXW
of national security and democracy is ensured

Following the amendments to the Law on OfƓEKCN5GETGVUCPGYTGIWNCVKQPHQTKPFWUVTKCNUGEWrity was also developed. The Cabinet of Ministers
Regulation No. 417 “Regulation on Facility Security Clearances” came into force on 14 July 2018, introducing a security questionnaire for companies
applying for the facility security clearances (FSC),
which facilitates the preparation of necessary information and documents, as well as a detailed
description of the duties of the facility security ofƓEGTCPFVJGEQORCP[YJKEJJCUDGGPITCPVGFVJG
FSC. Contrary to the previous regulation, FSC is no
longer required for the parent company of an enterprise, but the company is obliged to indicate all its
DGPGƓEKCTKGU6CMKPIKPVQCEEQWPVVJGTGCNKV[QHVJG
modern international environment, the regulation
also provides for possibility to suspend the deadline of the vetting until the receipt of a response
from a foreign country, if such information needs
to be obtained within the framework of the vetting.
In 2018, Latvian Parliament passed and the
President announced amendments to the Law on
the Preservation and Use of the Former State Security Committee’s Documents and Detection of
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Co-operation with the State Security Committee.
Amendments to the Law set out provisions
for publishing lists of Latvian SSR State Security
Committee’s (LSSR KGB) freelance operatives, alRJCDGVKECNCPFUVCVKUVKECNƓNGUQHCIGPVUCUYGNNCU
other documents of the LSSR KGB.
On 3 December 2018, SAB forwarded the lists
of LSSR KGB freelance operatives, as well as the
electronic version of the alphabetical and statistiECNƓNGUQHCIGPVUCPF.554-)$RJQPGDQQMHTQO
the year 1988 to the National Archives of Latvia for
publishing on the Archives’ website. The rest of
the documents available to the SAB Centre for the
Documentation of the Consequences of Totalitarianism are to be digitized until 30 April 2019. These
include LSSR KGB agents’ personal and work activity registration logs, records of unimplemented
recruitments and operational cases, and LSSR KGB
operational materials.
The Law on State Security agencies has also
been amended in 2018, establishing a uniform career development for the service in all state security
agencies – SAB, State Security Service (VDD)3 and
Defence Intelligence and Security Service (MIDD).

3 Formerly known as Security Police (DP).
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PERSONNEL
SECURITY

In accordance with the division of compeVGPEGUGVKP.CYQP1HƓEKCN5GETGVUVJGXGVVKPIHQT
CEEGUUVQPCVKQPCNENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPKUECTTKGF
out by all three state security agencies (SAB, VDD
and MIDD), whereas the vetting for NATO and EU
ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP KU ECTTKGF QWV QPN[ D[ 5#$
In order for a person to be able to work with
ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP VJG UVCVG UGEWTKV[ CIGPE[
needs to determine whether this is required for the
particular position he or she occupies, carry out a
vetting and issue a security clearance for access
VQPCVKQPCNQT0#61CPF'7ENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQP
The positions requiring access to national or NATO
CPF '7 ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP CTG FGVGTOKPGF D[
the head of each institution. These positions are
VJGP EQPƓTOGF D[ VJG TGURQPUKDNG UVCVG UGEWTKV[
agency, which further carries out the vetting for
people occupying the particular positions.
The criteria for granting or refusal of national security clearances are set in Article 9 of
VJG .CY QP 1HƓEKCN 5GETGVU 0CVKQPCN UGEWTKV[
ENGCTCPEGUCTGKUUWGFHQTWRVQƓXG[GCTU5GEWTKV[
ENGCTCPEGU HQT CEEGUU VQ 0#61 CPF '7 ENCUUKƓGF
information are issued following an additional
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vetting, which can only be performed if a person
has already received a national security clearance. The validity period of security clearances
HQTCEEGUUVQ0#61CPF'7ENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQP
corresponds to the period of validity of the national security clearance.
The obligations of a person who has been
security cleared for access to national or NATO
QT '7 ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP CTG URGEKƓGF KP VJG
.CY QP 1HƓEKCN 5GETGVU CPF VJG %CDKPGV QH /KPKUters Regulation No. 21 “Regulation regarding the
2TQVGEVKQP QH 1HƓEKCN 5GETGVU CPF ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTmation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation,
the European Union, and foreign institutions”.
Liability for intentional or unintentional disclosure
QHENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPKUUGVKPVJG%TKOKPCN.CY
In 2018, the SAB issued 588 security clearances
JSVEGGIWWXSREXMSREPGPEWWMƈIHMRJSVQEXMSR
WIGYVMX]GPIEVERGIWJSVEGGIWWXS2%83GPEWWMƈIH
information, and 2337 security clearances for
EGGIWWXS)9GPEWWMƈIHMRJSVQEXMSREGGIWWXS
REXMSREPGPEWWMƈIHMRJSVQEXMSR[EWHIRMIHMR
GEWIW[LIVIEWEGGIWWXS2%83ERH)9GPEWWMƈIH
information was denied in four cases
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4,=7-'%07)'96-8=%2(1%2%+)1)28
3*'0%77-*-)(-2*361%8-32

6JGKPURGEVKQPCPFEGTVKƓECVKQPQHRTGOKUGU
used for storage and handling of national classiƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPHCNNUYKVJKPVJGEQORGVGPEGQHCNN
three state security agencies, while the premises
for storage and handling of NATO and EU classiƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPCTGQPN[EGTVKƓGFD[VJG5#$05#
SAB inspects the compliance with physical
security requirements set in legislation for state institutions under its supervision and companies applying for an FSC. The inspection includes security
of premises, electronic security, procedural safety,
personnel security, and management of classiƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP 6JG 5#$ CNUQ CFXKUGU GORNQ[ees of state institutions and companies on issues
regarding security of premises and circulation of
ENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQP TGEGKRVRTQEGUUKPIUVQTCIG
destruction). SAB Central Registry monitors and
EQPVTQNU VJG RTQVGEVKQP QH 0#61 CPF '7 ENCUUKƓGF
information released to Latvia.
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PROTECTION OF CLASSIFIED
-2*361%8-32,%2(0)(-2
'31192-'%8-32%2(
-2*361%8-327=78)17
SAB evaluates the compliance with security
requirements and conducts accreditation for all information systems processing national, NATO and
'7ENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPKPDQVJUVCVGKPUVKVWVKQPU
and companies which have applied for FSC.

INDUSTRIAL
SECURITY

(5%EQPƓTOUVJGTKIJVQHCEQORCP[VQRCTticipate in public procurements involving access to
PCVKQPCN 0#61 CPF '7 ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP CU
well as the ability of the company to protect such
information. The vetting of companies for access to
PCVKQPCNENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPKUECTTKGFQWVD[CNN
three state security agencies (SAB, VDD and MIDD),
based on which SAB issues the FSC. If a company
TGSWKTGU CEEGUUKPI 0#61 CPF '7 ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTmation the vetting is carried out only by SAB.
(5%EQPƓTOUVJGTKIJVQHCEQORCP[VQRCTticipate in public procurements involving access to
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PCVKQPCN 0#61 CPF '7 ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP CU
well as the ability of the company to protect such
information. The vetting of companies for access to
PCVKQPCNENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPKUECTTKGFQWVD[CNN
three state security agencies (SAB, VDD and MIDD),
based on which SAB issues the FSC. If a company
TGSWKTGU CEEGUUKPI 0#61 CPF '7 ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTmation the vetting is carried out only by SAB.
A company can apply for a FSC by completing the security questionnaire in the annex of Cabinet Regulation No. 417. FSCs are issued for up to
ƓXG[GCTU+HVJG5#$JCUOCFGCFGEKUKQPVQFGP[
or revoke an FSC, the company may contest the
decision with the Prosecutor General, whose decision may be further appealed to the Administrative
%QWTV 6JG EQORCP[ ECP TGCRRN[ HQT CP (5% ƓXG
[GCTUCHVGTVJGƓPCNFGEKUKQPEQOGUKPVQHQTEG
As of January 2019, there are 117 valid FSCs
HQT CEEGUU VQ PCVKQPCN ENCUUKƓGF KPHQTOCVKQP CPF
VJTGGHQTYQTMYKVJ0#61ENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQP+P
2018, the SAB has issued 18 FSCs and made changes
VQƓXGRTGXKQWUN[KUUWGF(5%UUKZCRRNKECPVUYGTG
refused the FSC, and three companies had their
previously issued FSCs revoked. In order to issue
(5%U 5#$ XGVVGF QYPGTU QHƓEKCNU CPF GORNQ[GGU
of the companies, issuing security clearances for
CEEGUUVQPCVKQPCNENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPVQRGTUQPU#EEGUUVQENCUUKƓGFKPHQTOCVKQPYCUFGPKGF
to three persons.
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0)+%013&-0)
INTERCEPTION

SAB hosts the technical facilities and equipment that ensures legal mobile interception for law
enforcement agencies and state security agencies.
The data obtained during the interception are transferred to the initiator of the particular interception
YJQKUNGICNN[CDNGVQRGTHQTOURGEKƓEKPVGNNKIGPEG
activities and has received a warrant from the Justice of the Supreme Court. The competence and responsibility of SAB includes legal interception, protection of technical parameters and methodology
of the interception, as well as the protection of the
obtained data from unauthorized disclosure before
they are delivered to the initiator of the interception.
Prior to the beginning of the legal interception, SAB receives the necessary documentation
from the initiator of the interception, in which the
following is stated:
registration number of the initiating decision
SƊGMEP[LSLEWXEOIRXLIHIGMWMSR
LIEHSJXLIWIVZMGI[LSLEWGSRƈVQIHXLI
decision
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Justice of the Supreme Court who has issued
the warrant
telephone number to be intercepted
time period of the interception

The legal supervision of mobile interception
is ensured by the Prosecutor General and specially
authorized prosecutors. Parliamentary control is
exercised through the National Security Committee
of the Parliament. As in previous years, SAB has not
committed any violations regarding mobile interception in 2018. The proportional usage of the legal
interception by law enforcement agencies and state
security agencies is provided in the following table.
Institution
Internal Security Bureau
State Border Guard

10.3 %

8E\ERH'ustoms Directorate of the
State Revenue Service

1.5 %

1-((

8.8 %
Internal Security Directorate
of the State Revenue Service

3.9 %

<1%

/2AB

1.5 %

SAB

13.4%
State Police

38.1%

VDD

21 %
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